
TIME SAVING TECHNOLOGIES

Having the right time-saving technology is so crucial to the productivity of your company. Here's some ways productive
technology can be.

This saves me tremendous time and frustration! Work space with laptop, coffee, notepads, pen, and paper.
And there you have it: six of my favorite technology tools. Help us tell more of the stories that matter from
voices that too often remain unheard. Mind Control Imagine if you could change the television channel with
your mind, write an email in the same time it takes for the words to appear in your brain, or dream up an
object which could then be created by a 3D printer. And computers are just more efficient communicators than
people ever could be. Fast forward to present-day and the common investor has a plethora of choices from
online trading applications to robo-investors , which have streamlined the process even further. Now instead of
typing Thank you very much, just type tvm anywhere email, Word, LinkedIn, etc. It could also review past
meetings and then recommend when and where the next meeting should take place. However, on a more
prosaic level 3D printers will soon be found in every home, making many aspects of your life that little bit
easier. Almost every small business owner is on the lookout to find easy ways to increase efficiencies to
ensure their company runs at its optimal function. Acumen has a dedicated mobile application, downloadable
from the app store, which incorporates a receipt manager function. Also, business leaders claim that
automation frees up around three work hours daily. The sleek tower is fitted with scanners that analyse your
laundry to decide exactly how to tackle each item. AI, on the other hand, analyzes past data to make future
predictions. Simply share your calendar through email or embed it on your site; participants can then choose
the open slot that works best for them. With Digital Alternatives, you are always one step ahead -- and with
automatic synchronization, you always have your latest work, whether you're in the office on your PC or in
transit with your tablet. When you want to schedule a meeting with multiple people outside of your
organization, it's tricky since you can't see their calendars. After all, both are technologies that streamline tasks
and workflows. It can be accessed on and syncs across all your devices â€” all you need to do is remember
your master password! That may not seem like a priority, but meetings are often listed as the leading time
waster at the office. Technology Only Exists to Save Us Time October 18th I recently made a bet with my
brother that by the year we will have more meaningful relationships with software than with humans. A person
only has to swallow a single pill once a week to make the need for drink disappear. Print smarter with Xerox's
Print Awareness Tool. I can use Google Maps to show me the fastest and least-trafficked route home, leaving
me more time to be with the people I care about. Copying and pasting them into a Word document or Outlook
Note isn't secure. We need to consider who truly benefits from time-saving technology. ShortKeys is a
Windows text replacement utility designed to help you type faster and more accurately. Since I'm frequently
asked what the Productivity Pro recommends to save time, I wanted to share a few timesaving technology
tools for you to explore: 1. Imagine the difference when you're on the road!


